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Win or lose, special 
athletes finish ahead
Growth comes from participation
By Leo Shiffnur
staff Writar
This weekend the Special 
Olympics in San Luis Obispo 
County once again contributed 
to the physical, social and 
psychological growth of local 
d e v e lo p m e n ta l ly -d is a b le d  
adults and children.
Last Friday 450 special 
olympians competed in track 
and  f ie ld , g y m n as tic s , 
weightlifting and aquatics 
events.
The 20th Annual County 
Special Olympics was held at 
Atascadero High School. Over 
900 volunteers served in many 
different positions such as 
coaches, judges and buddies.
“ The emphasis in these 
Special Olympics is on par­
ticipation versus being a sole 
winner in any event,” founder
Frank Bush said. ” It takes 
these olympians physical skills 
and puts it into other areas of 
their lives. It also enables them 
to becom e c o n tr ib u tin g *  
members of the general socie­
ty,”  he said.
The Special Olympics was 
first held in San Luis County 
in 1969 as a small track meet. 
In 1974, Bush, along with 
Jaycee members, started the 
program by adding several 
events to the games.
Along the way, many other 
community service groups 
became involved and made it a 
community event.
“ The Special Olympics 
builds nice bridges between the 
handicapped and community 
people,” Bush said. “ Also, 
good will comes out of it.”
Budd Dresler, who has been 
Sec OLYMPICS, page 6
UU space crunch may mean 
relocations and renovations
ByCatsCaalfidd
SWffWfHf_________
Next year students may not 
recognize their own University 
Union.
With the proposed changes in 
the annual space allocation 
review report for the Union Ex­
ecutive Committee, many groups 
will be moved and some ren- 
novations will occur.
The Operations Committee, a 
sub-committee of the UEC, has 
been working on the report for 
several months and introduced it 
to the ASI Board of Directors 
(formerly the Student Senate) 
Wednesday.
The report includes IS recom­
mendations addressing the space 
problems facing the union.
“ The report is designed to give 
direction to the UU for the next 
Five years,”  said Don Hofer,
Operations Committee chair.
Hofer cited increasing enroll­
ment as one of the major reasons 
space problems need to be ad­
dressed.
One of the highlights of the 
report states Disabled Student 
Services should be moved 
upstairs to the 202 office com­
plex, which is currently occupied 
by the ASI business office.
Dan VanBrabant, director 
(student senator) from the School 
o f A rch itecture  and E n­
vironmental Design, asked about 
the possible problems with 
wheelchair accessibility if DSS 
were located upstairs.
Hofer pointed out that an 
.elevator is available and there is 
also a wheelchair accessible en­
trance across from the ad- 
mininstration building. He said 
DSS was aware of the possible
Bus Stop seats pulleci 
for wheelchair-bound
By Christine J. Pocan
Staff Writf
Early last week the dean of ex­
ecutive facilities ordered the 
removal of all the bus stop ben­
ches on campus to accommodate 
students in wheelchairs. As of 
yesterday, benches at the Graph­
ic Arts, University Union and 
Home Economics stops had been 
removed.
Douglas Gerard said he was 
prompted by a request that the 
benches be modified to permit 
space for a high-wheelchair user 
to rest under the cover of the bus 
stop from a student in the Ad­
ministrative Commission.
With the benches inside the 
shelters there was no room for a 
wheelchair, he said. Now that the 
benches have been taken out, the 
stops will be left empty to pro­
vide space for standing and 
disabled riders.
“The pressure came from those 
who arc wheelchair-bound, who 
have no way of getting under 
cover now at all because the ben­
ches make it ... impossible,” said 
Gerard.
“ By the time you put a 
wheelchair in there, or even two 
wheelchairs, there isn’t any room 
for anyone else. We just made a
value judgment to pull them out.
“ A better solution would have 
been to make them larger or to 
add a second one adjacent to 
them,” said Gerard. “ But, quite 
frankly, we don’t have the 
resources to do that.”
“ When we get additional 
resources, we will expand the bus 
stop capabilities to make sure 
w e’ll have spaces fo r 
wheelchair-bound people and 
people who would like to sit on 
benches, to o ,’’ he added. 
However, he did not say when 
these resources would become 
available.
“ We thought originally of 
shortening the bench, but that 
would allow space for only two 
people to sit,” he said. “ We felt 
that would gobble up too much 
space for the benefit it would 
generate.”
When the bus stops were built, 
said Gerard, none of the city 
buses had disabled accessibility. 
Many of the San Luis Obispo ci­
ty buses are now being converted 
and equipped with wheelchair 
lifts. All new buses that the city 
purchases must have wheelchair 
accessibility.
See BENCHES, page 3
Activist stresses constitutional rights
By Laura Daniels
staff Writar
A political activist informed a Cal Poly 
political parties class of the tenuous hold 
citizens have on their First Amendment 
rights and showed his support for a cam­
pus chapter of the ACLU.
Frank Wilkinson, who spent time in jail 
in the 1950s, spoke Thursday morning to 
Kent Brudney’s POLS 331 class.
“ Any area will have certain violations of 
civil liberties,” said Wilkinson. He said 
Cal Poly is no exception.
An ardent supporter of constitutional 
rights, Wilkinson was sentenced to jail in 
1958 for refusing to answer questions 
posed by the House Committee on Un-
American Activities about his supposed 
Communist ties. He spent a year in jail.
Wilkinson is the head of the National 
Committee Against Repressive Legisla­
tion (NCARL) and a member of the 
Southern California executive board of the 
American Civil Liberties Union.
When Wilkinson discovered 10 years 
ago that the FBI had been watching him 
for 40 years, he was astounded and 
outraged.
“ I think we (members of the ACLU) 
figured out that they must have spent 
something like $17 million (on the 
surveillance),” said Wilkinson.
In a landmark case, Wilkinson said he 
and the ACLU sued the FBI, winning in
1987. The FBI was ordered to cease 
surveillance on Wilkinson and to turn over 
to the national archives the 132,(XX) pages 
of information the FBI compiled on him 
over the years.
Wilkinson promoted a petition to halt all 
“ political spying and disruption by the 
FBI” so his experiences will not be 
repeated. The petition states: “ Be it
resolved ... the FBI (and, through its ex­
ample, other federal law enforcement 
agencies) not use its investigatory powers 
to intrude upon political activities pro­
tected by the Constitution.”
The petition will go to Congress for con- 
Sec WILKINSON, page 4
problems, and agreed to the new 
location.
The office DSS currently oc­
cupies across from the bookstore 
has been allocated for use by a 
credit union. However, the credit 
union steering committee has not 
made a final decision regarding 
the status of a credit union on 
campus.
The 202 office will also be 
shared by recreational sports, 
and ASI Program Board, and 
some construction will need to 
take place to accommodate the 
three organizations, said Hofer.
The Foundation business office 
will be vacating the union upon 
See UNION, page 4
Plane crash 
kills 2 Poly 
students
By Mike McMillan
Staff Wrttar
Two Cal Poly students were 
killed Friday night in a plane 
crash near Avila Beach.
Thomas Laughlin, a 24- 
year-old agricultural manage­
ment freshman, was piloting a 
northbound  single-engine 
Cessna when it crashed in the 
San Luis Obispo hills near 
Diablo Canyon at about 9:15 
p.m. Agricultural management 
major John Arbuckle, 21, was 
the only other passenger.
H arbor P atro l officers 
reported hearing the engine 
stop before the plane crashed 
into the foggy coast.
A team of San Luis Obispo 
County sheriffs, with help from 
the craft’s emergency distress 
signal, found the wreckage at 
about 1:25 Saturday morning.
No destination was charted, 
as the two men, both of San 
Luis Obispo, took off from the 
San Luis Obispo Airport at 
8:30 Friday evening.
The airplane was rented from 
Cal Coast Flyers. It had no 
history of mechanical pro­
blems.
The National Transportation 
Safety- Board is investigating 
the cause of the crash.
K.M. CANNON/Muslan« Dally
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From Japan, with love — and lessons
By Dave Englund
Editorial
Bus stop blues
The days of silting at the bus stop in comfort have gone, 
thanks to a new mandate from the top of the hill. After a formal 
request from one disabled student and some ’’pressure’* from 
others who use wheeichain. Executive Dean of Facilities Douglas 
Gerard ordered all campus bus stop beiKhes removed so those 
who use high wheelchairs can enjoy the luxury of bus stop 
shelters, as was previously impossible.
Granted, now all have equal access to the shelters at the stops, 
but what of those who need to sit down — the elderly and those 
with other handicaps who need to nan their feet. Thdr rights 
have been usurped. Gerard said when the resources become 
available, the shelters win be expanded and benches put back in.
Gerard’s decision was hasty and, although an attempt at 
egalitarianism, simply shifts ’’luxuries”  from one faction to 
another. Those who use wheelchairs should not be excluded from 
using bus stop shelters, but neither should anyone else.
ASI’s Board of Directors should send a strong message to 
Gerard that his solution is unacceptable. We recognise that 
everyone should be equally accommodated on this campus, but 
not at the expense of others.
Gerard should havguraited for the funds to cxpmul the shelters 
before making a rash decision and wasting student money.
Until then. Mr. Gerard. wt*ll be waiting on the ground for what 
should have been done in the first place.
This is an excerpt from a letter written by Dave 
Englund, psychology and human development pro­
fessor. He is spending spring quarter as faculty 
supervisor to 16 Cal Poly students at Iwaki Junior 
College in Japan. They arrived in Japan on April I 
and will return June 15.
ril never be able to understand how anyone in 
this country can sleep past 5 a.m. Promptly at 4:43 
this morning, nightingales, crows and roosters, 
together with a fierce and mournful wind scream­
ing down out of Siberia and rattling the windows 
of our lodging house woke me without warning and 
made it clear, in no uncertain terms, that it was 
time to recommence life on this very different cen­
tral coast. I haven’t heard such a wind since I was 
weathered in for two weeks, unable to fly out of 
Adak in the Aleutian Islands. 30 years ago. It oc­
curs to me that we are not all that far from Adak 
here.
Spring and the cherry blossoms arrived in Nor­
thern Japan simultaneously with our small band of 
Californios two weeks ago, and then it promptly 
departed this week. For four days cold rain squalls 
have been blowing intermittently through Iwaki. 
We have been cold and wet. We light the kerosene 
stove in our classroom each morning. Yesterday we 
discovered that our nostrils were filled with black 
kerosene soot. We had a contest to see who could 
produce the blackest, grossest mess by blowing our 
noses into the tissues one needs to carry around 
here. (There is seldom any toilet paper available in
Japan.)
This is as adaptable, as diligent, as refreshing 
and as hedonistic a group of Americans as you 
could ever hope to recruit from any campus in the 
country. They are a constant challenge — to me, to 
the Japanese and to themselves — in the best 
sense of the term. This is what education can be. 
This is experiential education in its most robust 
form. OK, we’re still on our honeymoon here, but 
nevertheless, the amount of learning that has al­
ready taken place is incredible by normal campus 
standards. You have probably seen the bumper 
sticker that says: ’’They can send me to college but 
they can’t make me learn.”  Well, here they can. 
Even the most obtuse, case-hardened, veteran 
airhead is forced to assimilate and accommodate 
daily by the hour in Iwaki — in the classroom, on 
the street, on the job, in the homestay family and 
elsewhere.
Since I’m the only one without a homestay and 
without an internship, I am struggling to keep up 
with these students as they progress with their 
learning of the Japanese language. Also I have 
been quite busy — with the students seven days a 
week, with the coordination of various activities 
and with preparing and delivering speeches to a 
variety of constituencies.
In a sentence, our first two weeks in Iwaki have 
been one of the most profound educational 
endeavors I have ever been associated with. None 
of us will be quite the same person we were before 
we walked off that plane two weeks ago.
”Of all tiM CSU canipasM, 
this Is the whitest. This Is not 
reality. It does not reflect 
California reality or U.S. reali­
ty.”
— Alurlsta 
assistant professor of Spanish
Commentary
By A.J. Schuermann
My band is homeless.
We were a garage band until our neighbor came 
over and yelled at us. We became a living room 
band and we received more complaints. Our 
neighbor moved, so we had a keg party and our 
band pli^yed in the garage.
Then the Association of Landlords gave us an 
offer we couldn’t refuse: ’’Your cooperation is in 
your best interest.” So now we don’t have a place 
to practice.
We could drive to Arroyo Grande or Los Osos 
and play on someone’s ranch, but we prefer to 
practice in San Luis Obispo. San Luis Obispo has a 
noise ordinance and no music studios, so we end up 
disturbing the peace. It’s unfortunate for everyone.
In terms of supply and demand, we musicians 
demand what Cal Poly and San Luis Obispo do not 
supply: a place to pound on our drums and crank 
up our amplifiers. Other musicians know what I’m 
talking about.
If you look in the Yellow Pages, you’ll see Music 
Instruction, Sheet Music, Music Repair, Music 
Retail and Music Accessories. There is nothing 
listed for Music Studios.
A wise entrepreneur from Cal Poly or San Luis 
Obispo could build some music studios. If you can
provide respectable facilities and charge reasonable 
rates, you’re in business. There’s no competition.
Maybe Cal Poly and tife city of SLO can work 
something out. Very soon. Cal Poly and the city of 
SLO will build a Performing Arts Center. It’s nice 
to know the university and the city can cooperate 
on something. As the Association of Landlords 
said, ’’Your cooperation is in your best interest.” 
We all want Performing Arts.
Music is a Performing Art. Local musicians are 
performing artists, and many of them are Cal Poly 
students. These artists have places to perform, but 
no place to practice.
Too many times I’ve heard people whine about 
the lack of music in San Luis Obispo. There isn’t a 
lack of musicians. There is a lack of facilities for 
musicians. Getting a band together is tough. Fin­
ding a place to practice is impossible.
What can we do? We can support the Performing 
Arts. The Performing Arts Center should include 
some rehearsal space for bands. Not everyone 
sings in the Cal Poly choir or plays in the jazz 
band. Most student musicians put their own bands 
together, and they would enjoy campus facilities 
for their music. It’s a wise investment for anyone 
who supports the performing arts.
Racism is a result of ignorance
Local musicians lack place to practice
Editor — Samuel Rakabele’s let­
ter (’’African visitor says racism 
seems ’alive and well’ in Cal Poly 
clubs,” May 4) said the large 
number of^ racially-oriented clubs 
at Cal Poly gave him the impres­
sion that racism is ’’alive and 
well on the campus.”  As a 
member of the Society of Black 
Engineers and Scientists (SBES), 
I can say that he is quite 
mistaken.
Racism is the belief that one’s 
own race is superior to others’. 
SBES does not teach this 
philosophy. SBES puts an em­
phasis on being aware of black 
culture and history. Eliminating
racism does not require one to 
ignore one’s heritage.
Finally, Rakabele asks what 
kind of reaction a White 
Engineering Students Club 
would bring. Because of the large 
number of white engineers, I 
wouldn’t think that such a club 
would be necessary. However, if 
white engineers felt that it would 
be beneficial to them, and 
therefore started such a club, all 
I would say is, ’’More power to 
them.”
Michael M. Welch 
Computer Science
Editor — I agree with James 
Bickcl (’’Talk of racism keeps it 
alive,” May 5) that derogatory 
remarks are counterproductive. 
However, Mr. Bickel’s and my 
own views part when he states 
that we should "bury our racial 
differences.” Mr. Bickel calls for 
a color blind system. This is a 
ludicrous proposal because our 
society cannot be color blind. 
This is NOT to say that we have 
a "racist” society. Nothing could 
be further from the truth. 
However, we as human beings 
use sight as our principal means 
of perception, and differentiation 
is a natural phenomenon. Can 
anyone deny that we differen­
tiate between the races? For ex­
ample, Mercedes Benz sells cars 
by differentiating their "German 
engineering.” On another note, 
we have all heard ethnic jokes. 
You know ... "How many (fill in 
the blank) does it take to screw 
in a light bulb?”
Aristotle was right in his 
distinction about Justice. We are 
innocent if we harm because of 
ignorance but guilty if we harm 
in ignorance. Since this is an 
educational institution, may we 
learn and not be ignorant. May 
we use discretion in applying our 
perceptions and our words.
Mark Gonzales 
Electronic Engineering
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Tardeada celebrates Latin culture
Hispanic community shares food, dance at yearly festival
By Jeff Brünings
Staff Wrttar
Dignifying the Latin/Hispanic 
identity by sharing cultural ac­
tivities and values with others 
was the intention of this year’s 
third annual “ Tardeada” held 
Saturday at the Grange Hall in 
San Luis Obispo.
Tardeada, meaning a mid­
afternoon affair, was marked by 
the theme United Through 
Culture and Purpose, which arose 
from the idea that the Latin/ 
Hispanic community is bonded
through its culture, and with the 
understanding of this link, a new 
united and supportive communi­
ty can be achieved.
“ We are enriching the com­
munity with our culture, with our 
food and dances,” said Juan 
Alvarado, architecture senior and 
public relations officer for the 
event.
Originally, campus Hispanic 
clubs and faculty were the sole 
organizers of Tardeada, but 
through the efforts and dedica­
tion of the community, the six- 
hour festivity now includes
LANCE K0QA/8p«cl«l to th« Dally
Manual Unzuata laughs with young friand at Saturday’s Tardaada.
cultural songs, dances, poetry 
and an artifacts, painting and 
coin exhibit.
“ Everyone wanted to par­
ticipate,” Alvarado said.
One of the things the Latin/ 
Hispanic community is trying to 
do is not lose its country or its 
culture, said Tardeada Chairper­
son Ricardo Martinez.
“ There are times throughout 
the years, being in the system, 
that you actually lose touch with 
your own sociey and heritage.”
M a rtin e z , an in d u s tr ia l  
technology senior, said there is a 
gate that is crossed when one 
becomes absorbed by society and 
the business world, and when a 
person has made the crossing, 
they often forget who they are or 
where they have come from.
When they can retain a sense 
of identity, they can function 
more effectively as an intergral 
part of the society as a whole, he 
said.
“ There needs to be role models 
for others in the community to 
say you can be within the system 
and still maintain your sense of 
identity.“
About 100 people participated 
in the gathering. Food and 
entertainment were donated by 
various community groups and 
businesses.
K. KYLE BOWERSMuMang Dally
Plant Oparatlona amployMB ramov* bancfiaa from bua atopa.
From page 1
“ In order to give equal ac­
cessibility to both those who 
are handicapped and those who 
are not, the quickest and 
easiest solution was to remove 
the benches,” said Gerard.
The benches will be installed 
elsewhere on campus.
“ This is sort of a quick fix,” 
said Gerard. “ We respect the 
concern of the handicapped 
people, they are entitled to the 
benefits that each one of us 
have.”
*A better solution 
would have been to 
make them larger or to 
add a second one adja­
cent to them. But, 
quite frankly, we don*t 
have the resources to 
do that.**
— Douglas Gerard-
Surrealism: The pathway to dream expression
By Ron Espejo
Stati Writar
Students were told Thursday 
that surrealism is the most 
sophisticated art in the western 
region.
Hernán Castellano, a multi­
talented scholar and fiction 
writer, was a lecturer in Cal Po­
ly’s Spring Quarter Arts and 
Humanities Lecture Series titled
“ Latin American Surrealism.”
Surrealism, a 20th century 
movement in art and literature, 
expresses events seen in one’s 
dreams.
Castellano, who is also a poet 
and painter, has an exhibition of 
his watercoiors on display at the 
Carte Segrete Art Gallery in 
Rome.
“ I keep a diary of my dreams 
and draw their images when I 
wake up in the m orning,’’ 
Castellano said.
“ 1 enjoy painting surrealism 
because it allows me to express 
my dreams from my childhood; I 
encourage everyone to do the 
same.”
Surrealistic art became popular 
in 1924 and lasted about two de­
cades.
It was a time, Castellano said, 
when imaginations and free ex­
pressions of the unconscious 
mind came alive to show what 
Latin American culture was like.
Castellano gave a slide pres­
entation on various examples of 
su r re a lism . E m p h asiz in g  
“ ReaJismo Magico,” the way a 
poet expresses reality, he told 
the audience of 30 that is how he 
writes some of his poems. 
Castellano encouraged the au­
dience to someday read the 
poem, “ El Rey de Harlem,” 
which he called one of the 
greatest poems in Latin America 
history.
Castellano’s artwork has found 
its way onto the cover of two
poetry books, Pablo Neruda’s 
“ Residencia en la Tierra,” and 
Jose Marti’s “ Ismaello.”
T h ro u g h o u t his c a re e r , 
Castellano has done more than 
300 paintings and has sold about 
100.
“ But believe me. I’m far from 
being rich,”  Castellano joked.
The Arts and Humanities 
Series for this year conludes May 
18 with guitarist Hector Garcia. 
Garcia will perform and lecture 
on the music of Latin America.
r
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try our 60 oz. 
MARGARITAS!
For those who are turning 21 or 
Maya's has something special for YOU
Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner 
1761 Monterey St.
San Luis Obispo
ZBT
ZETA BETA TAU FRATERNITY
"WHAT DOES IT OFFER YOU?"
•A Great Social Life 
•A Chance To Lead
•Friendships That Last A Lifetime 
•Honor
•Over 90 Years of Tradition
•New Fraternity Images, New Fraternity I>eadership
ZETA BETA TAU WOULD LIKE TO KNOW IF CAL POLY 
STUDENTS ARE INTERESTED IN ADDING A PROGRES­
SIVE FI^TERNITY TO THEIR CAMPUS.
A  Z B T  re p re se n ta tiv e  is  on  c a m p u s  now .
Call 544-8600 . . .  at the Discovery Inn.
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Legislator wants to know 
more about Bush, Contras
WASHINGTON (AP) — The 
chairman of the House commit­
tee that investigated the Iran- 
Contra scandal on Sunday label­
ed as unsatisfactory President 
Bush’s explanation of his role in 
an arrangement to provide the 
Nicaraguan rebels with aid.
‘T m  not satisfied with his an­
swers,” said Rep. Lee Hamilton. 
D-lnd. ” 1 think we need to know 
a lot more about ... then-Vice 
President Bush’s activities.”
On Thursday, the same day a 
jury returned its verdict in Oliver 
North’s trial. Bush said ’’there 
was no quid pro quo” arrange­
ment discussed in his meeting in 
early 1985 with Honduran Presi­
dent Roberto Suazo.
Documents introduced during 
North’s trial indicated that 
President Reagan approved a 
deal in 1985 in which U.S. 
military and economic aid to 
Honduras would be expedited in 
return for Honduran aid to the 
Contras.
At the time. Congress had 
banned U.S. aid to the Contras, 
who were camped just inside 
H o n d u ra s ’ b o rd e r w ith
Nicaragua.
Hamilton, appearing on NBC's 
“ Meet the Press,”  cited past 
White House denials of arms 
sales to Iran and of Central In­
telligence Agency involvement in 
supplying the Contras with aid 
— allegations that later proved 
to be true.
" I ’m skeptical," he said, 
regarding Bush’s denial Thurs­
day of talking with Suazo about 
any arrangement to indirectly 
funnel aid to the Contras. 
"T hat’s the whole story of 
Iran-Contra, I think. I’m bound 
to be skeptical of what the exec­
utive branch has said to me.”
Hamilton said the documents 
in North’s trial “ show that we 
contacted Honduras, we increas­
ed aid to Honduras and Hon­
duras, in return, aided the Con­
tras.”
"Those documents are about 
as clear a statement of quid pro 
quo as you will ever see ... ” he 
said, “ lliey are contrary to what 
the president says; we ought to 
pursue them.”
For a cleaner
planet,
recycle this paper
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completion of the new Founda­
tion Office Building near Public 
Safety. ASI business office will 
then occupy that space.
All of the organizations will 
increase their square footage in 
the new locations, said Hofer.
The UEC has put aside $3,500 
for modification of a climbing 
wall opposite the Escape Route. 
Mountain climbing classes would 
be taught here, a service that 
now has to be taught off-campus, 
said Hofer.
The UEC also has plans to 
renovate the Information Desk. 
The total cost would be about 
$10,000, and would probably not 
take place until summer 1990, 
said Hofer.
The space allocation and 
review report still must be ap­
proved by the ASI Board of 
Directors, and will be voted on at 
their May 10 meeting.
WILKINSON
From page 1
sidération of a law limiting the 
FBI to criminal surveillance.
Wilkinson gave envelopes for 
students to fill out if they 
wanted to have a copy of the 
petition sent to them, and asked 
students to write “ ACLU” on 
the envelope if they were inter­
ested in joining a campus 
chapter. Of those who wanted a 
copy of the petition, 13 students 
indicated they would like to join 
ACLU.
“ The ACLU is a non-partisan 
organization,” Wilkinson said. It 
considers "constitutional ques­
tions, not liberal versus conser­
vative (ones).”
During the Reagan A d­
ministration, Wilkinson said, the 
FBI was still trying to violate 
civil rights when it asked the 
/smerican Library Association to 
e:*.;ourage librarians “ to keep 
track of what books people 
read.”
The association fought back 
and would not cooperate, but 
Wilkinson said it is just another 
example of the FBI’s misuse of 
power.
The recent issue involving Pell 
Grams, in which receiving funds 
will be contingent on the federal 
government’s requirement to 
sign a drug disclaimer statement, 
might be the first question a Cal 
Poly chapter would entertain.
John .Snetsinger, a history pro­
fessor, has been instrumental in 
organizing the effort to start an 
ACLU chapter on campus.
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EDWARDS CINEMAS
M A D O N N A  PLAZA THEATRE
HIGHW AY 101 & M A D O N N A  ROAD • S.L.O. • $44-3488
TOM BERENGER 
CHARLIE SHEEN
CORBIN BERNSEN
SAT-SUN (12:15
DAILY (4:45) • 7:00 - 9:15
- 2:30) - 4:45 - 7:00 - 9:15
KIRK OVMERON JAMI GERTZ ROY SCHEIDER
LISTEN TO ME
DAILY (5:45) - 8:00 - 10:00 
SAT-SUN (12:45 - 3:15) - 5:45 - 8:00 - 10:00
JOHN CUSACK -
^DAILY (5:30) - 7:30 - 9:30 
SAT-SUN (11:30 - 1:30 - 3:30) - 5:30 - 7:30 - 9:30
M I S S I O N  C I N E M A S
1025 M O N T E R E Y  •  S .L .O .  •  541-2141
K E V I N « C O S T N E R
Fields Dreams
DAILY (4:45) - 7:00 - 9:15 
IPGiSAT-SUN (12:00 - 2:15) - 4:45 - 7:00 - 9:15
JAMES BELUSHI
K-9
DAILY (5:45) - 8:00 - 10:00 
SAT-SUN (12:45 - 3:15) - 5:45 - 8:00
Dream Tea/»
DAILY 7:30
SAT-SUN (3:20) - 7:30
Patrick Dempsey p o - 1 3
LOUëRBoY
DAILY (5:30) - 9:40 
SAT-SUN (1:20) - 5:30 - 9:40
EIG>rral
Bookstore
Upstairs 1119 Garden St. SLO 543-1843
MONDAY DINNER= Chicken $3.99!
TUESDAY DINNER^ Fish & Chips $.3.99!
VraDNESDAY DiNNERrHUGErfe^^^
Brewery Burger (as seen on TV). $2.99!
A2 F O R  1 BEERS!
I've never taken 
Fluid Dynamics 
but I know liquid 
\ displacement when ' 
I see it! Huck. Huck.
“We make 
our own 
brew!”
HAPPY HOUR &
A HALF! 2 for 1!
5:30“7pm, Mon-Satl 
REVERSE HAPPY HOUR 
with $1.50 Nachos and 
$2 OFF PITCHERS! 
lOpm-Midnight, Thur-Sati
Brewster, the SLO Brew Turtl
Frisbee flies onward
Cal Poly’s ultimate frisbee 
team, “ CORE,” competed at 
the Southern California Sec­
tionals held at UC Irvine last 
Sunday. Its performance clin­
ched a berth in the Western 
Collegiate Regional Champi­
onship to be held May 12-13 at 
San Jose State, and keeps it in 
contention for the collegiate 
national title.
CORE used a balanced of­
fense, led by Keay Nakai’s ac­
curate passing and Dave Niles' 
throws from all over the field 
to shred and score at will in 
pool play. SDSU, UC Irvine 
and the Braineaters from 
Pitzer College all fell easily to 
Poly, by the scores of 13-2, 
13-7 and 13-5, respectively.
The strong play continued 
into the semi-finals against the 
UCSD Air Squids. Curt Bab­
cock and Alan Ulibarri played 
tough defense to thwart a 
spirited but unsuccessful com­
eback. The win set the scene
for the team’s eagerly antici­
pated final against Poly’s rival, 
the Black TideofUCSB.
Santa Barbara, the defen­
ding national champion, had 
also waltzed through pool play 
and its semi-final match, but 
the players were well rested. 
They came to the tourney with 
an army of players, while Po­
ly’s squad had been reduced to 
11 tired players by the time 
the final rolled around.
At first the game see-sawed, 
with each team exchanging 
points on the way to an early 
4-4 tie. Then the UCSB team 
burst out to a lO-S lead. The 
battered squad from San Luis 
Obispo, however, would not 
give up. Led by the agressive 
play of Jim Middlebrook, the 
point gap was narrowed to 
14-12. But the waves of 
replacements from Santa Bar­
bara were too much and Cal 
Poly was worn down and 
defeated 17-12.
Mustangs clinch tie for 1st
The Cal Poly baseball team 
clinched at least a tie for the 
division title over the weekend 
by winning two out of three 
games at Cal Poly Pomona.
The Mustangs received strong 
pitching performances from Greg 
Paxton in the two wins, which 
eliminated Pomona from conten­
tion for the title.
There is still a slim chance that 
Cal State Northridge could tie 
Poly for the title, but it would 
take wins in four straight games 
and replay of a fifth game to 
force the tie.
The Mustangs current league 
record stands at 19-10, while 
Northridge has a record of 14- 
II-I. Northridge will travel to 
Cal Poly to play a make-up game 
this Tuesday, and then must 
play a three-game series against 
Cal State Dominguez Hills. For 
the Northridge squad to force a 
tie in the final standings, the 
team must win ail four of those
Mitchell tears up league
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — 
Taped to the front of Kevin Mit­
chell’s locker is a snapshot that 
provides daily inspiration.
Mitchell arrives at Candlestick 
Park long before most of his 
team m ates every day and 
dresses next to the photo of him 
and Willie Mays, smiling com­
rades in Giants uniforms. He 
mumbles his baseball mantra: 
“ I’m going to hit the ball hard 
today.’’
Say hey, is it ever working.
If statistics were kept on 
hard-hit balls per total at-bats, 
Mitchell would likely top the ma­
jor leagues. He’s the leader in 
just about every existing power 
category, including home runs 
(10 going into the weekend), 
RBIs (32) and extra-base hits (24 
in his first 28 games).
In only his second season as an 
everyday player, the 27-year-old 
Mitchell is showing the potential 
to follow his idol Mays onto the 
short list of San Francisco 
superstars. He appears to be this 
year’s Dave Henderson — 
journeyman-turned-star.
At the very least, he’ll go down 
in team annals for one of the 
hottest starts ever.
How hot is he?
On Wednesday night, he called 
his shots on two home runs, cor­
rectly telling his teammates he 
would nail a changeup off Pitt­
sburgh’s John Smiley for the 
first one. Two other fly balls 
were caught at the warning 
track, leaving him 10 feet short 
of joining Mays among those 
with a record four-homer game.
“ I honestly didn’t know what 
the record was,” shrugged the 
stocky Mitchell, who was a foot­
ball star growing up in a tough 
neighborhood in San Diego.
He’s now a .306 hitter who can 
hardly buy a single, going 11 
games with nothing but extra­
base hits.
“ I don’t think I’ve ever seen a 
guy hit the ball this hard,” said 
Giants manager Roger Craig. 
“ It’s just unbelievable. You’re 
kind of disappointed when he on­
ly gets a single.”
Even in the field, the 5-foot-Il, 
210-pound Mitchell can do no 
wrong. His remarkable bare­
handed catch in left field in St. 
Louis a week ago evoked memo­
ries of a similar grab in the early 
’50s by — you guessed it — 
Mays.
“ You look at both sides of the 
field right now and you see 
everyone really watching him,” 
said G iants p itcher Mike 
Krukow. “ When a guy gets it go­
ing like this, it’s special to
games, and then must make-up 
and win the tie game in their 
standings.
Cal Poly baseball coach Steve 
McFarland says that if Nor­
thridge does win the game 
against Poly and then sweeps 
Dominguez Hills, the league 
must make a decision on what to 
do about the tie game on Nor- 
thridge’s record. He said it is 
likely they will have to replay the 
game.
The Mustangs, however, can 
prevent any of this from occuring 
by winning at home on Tuesday.
Poly gained at least a share of 
the title over the weekend behind 
the pitching of Greg Paxton, 
Kieth Chura, and Phil Crumback.
In Friday’s game, Paxton pit­
ched into the lOth inning before 
being relieved by Crumback. 
Paxton left the game with a man 
on first and second and only one 
out in the 10th, but Crumback 
came on to retire the side and
hold on to the 2-1 win.
After losing the first game of 
Saturday’s doubleheader 12-7, 
the Mustangs received another 
stellar pitching performance in 
the second game, this time by 
Kieth Chura. Chura pitched a 
solid ballgame into the sixth inn­
ing before being relieved by 
Crumback, who ended Pomona’s 
sixth inning threat with a strike 
out. The Mustangs went on to 
win the game 3-1.
Even in the unlikely event that 
the Mustangs end up in a tie for 
the division title, they are still 
almost assured of a playoff 
berth. McFarland said that Nor­
thridge and Poly would both 
likely be invited if they were to 
end up in a tie.
The regional playoffs will be 
held on the weekend of May 19- 
20 at a site to be determined 
sometime this week.
watch.”
The man with the gold front 
tooth and the gold neck chain 
hasn’t always had a golden sw­
ing.
Mitchell finished third in the 
NL Rookie-of-the-Year voting in 
1986 and delivered a pinch-hit 
single to keep the New York 
Mets’ memorable comeback alive 
in Game 6 of the 1986 World 
Series. But by the time he’d ac­
cumulated barely 500 at-bats, 
he’d been traded to his third 
big-league team.
Only after coming from San 
Diego to San Francisco in a 
seven-player trade on July 4, 
1987, did “ Mitch” emerge as a 
dangerous power hitter. He had 
34 homers and 124 RBIs, nearly 
tripling his previous totals, in his 
first year and a half with the 
Giants before truly busting loose 
this season.
He cited Craig’s encourage­
ment, a full-time starting job and 
maturity as making the dif­
ference.
“ The Mets never really gave 
me a chance to show what I 
could do. I was always nervous. I 
psyched myself out,” he said.
“ The Padres expected too 
much from me too soon. They 
expected me to fill the shoes of 
See MITCHELL, page 7
Locals excel in triathlon
By Laurie Caroline Kayl
Stall Writar
Under sunny skies and 
temperatures in the 90s, 1,100 
athletes ran, swam and hiked 
over the grueling terrain in and 
around Lake San Antonio.
Saturday was the first of a 
two-day event at the Seventh 
Annual Wildflower Triathlon.
Eight hundred thirty-seven 
individuals and 77 teams com­
peted in the short-course 
triathlon.
Divided by age into 10 
categories, the groups ranged 
from a single entry in the 60-64 
year-old division, to over 1(X) in 
the 20-24-year-old division.
The first event in the 
triathlon was swimming. The 
s ta rt was staggered by 
categories, with anywhere from 
one to 100 people entering the 
water at onetime.
After swimming a half-mile, 
participants hiked 20 miles 
around the lake, then finished 
with a 4.5 mile run.
There were several local res­
idents who placed. The men’s 
overall winner of the was 
David Sears of Morro Bay. 
Two students from Cal Poly
placed among the top five in 
their divisions as well. Ryan 
Huckabay, an agriculture 
management major, placed 
third in the men’s 15-19 age 
group and Ameret Reed, a 
political science major, also 
placed third in the female 15-19 
age group.
In the team divisions, San 
Luis Obispo teams took first, 
third and fourth in the 
women’s open age group and 
first and second in the open 
mixed division.
This year, for the first time, 
the triathlon was also an inter­
collegiate event. UC Santa 
Barbara, UC Davis, UC 
Berkeley and Fresno State 
were represented.
Throughout the day, stu­
dents from the Cal Poly 
recreation and physical educa­
tion departments helped at the 
event. Terry Davis, race direc­
tor from Monterey County 
Parks Department, worked 
with the student committees 
during the race.
“ We have our whole race 
team made up of Poly stu­
dents,” Davis said. “This race 
wouldn’t be the race with out 
them.”
Soviet hockey star defects to play for Sabres
BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) — Was it love, 
anger or money that lured Alexander 
Mogilny to defect from the Soviet Union?
The Soviet hockey player, who arrived 
in the United States on Friday, has yet to 
explain the tales of romance, rebellion and 
international intrigue that have accom­
panied him on his defection to the West.
Was it love for an American girl he’d 
met during the recent World Junior 
Championships in Anchorage, Alaska?
Was it anger at Soviet hockey officials 
for perceived snubs related to the emerg­
ing star’s individualistic nature?
Or was it the lure of wealth beyond what 
the 20-year-old right wing could hope to 
attain in the Soviet Union?
All three may have been influential in
Mogilny’s decision to leave the Soviet Na­
tional Team earlier this week and opt for a 
chance to play with the NHL’s Buffalo 
Sabres, who made him the highest-selected 
Soviet player when they picked him on the 
fifth round of last year’s entry draft.
Saturday, the day after he arrived with 
Sabres General Manager Gerry Meehan, 
the Sabres still weren’t saying where 
Mogilny was.
Team spokesman John Gürtler said the 
team was “ working toward” arranging a 
press conference with Mogilny on Sunday, 
at which time he might answer questions 
concerning his departure from the Soviet 
team after it wrapped up its 21st World 
Championship in Stockholm on Monday.
Meehan, who became a lawyer after his
playing days in Buffalo before being nam­
ed general manager three years ago, was 
very cautious in describing the details of 
Mogilny’s defection.
“ I don’t want to engage in any specific 
details of the circumstances of the last 
three or four days,” said Meehan, who 
nonetheless strongly denied charges made 
by Soviet authorities that the Sabres were 
guilty of “ piracy.”
“ The Buffalo Sabres organization, in 
pursuing this opportunity, was totally 
open and above-board and we pursued this 
opportunity specifically at the request of 
the player involved,” he said.
Published reports have indicated that 
Mogilny’s desire to be with a female col­
lege student he met while at the Junior
Championships in Alaska last winter may 
have played a big part in his decision.
The reports say Mogilny left three let­
ters and three photos from the woman, 
identified only as “ Teresa,” at the hotel 
near Stockholm where the Soviet team 
was staying. The innkeeper, Lars Edman, 
said Mogilny made a long phone call to her 
just before he left the team.
Edman said Mogilny was upset because 
the woman told him she was unable to get 
a visa to visit him in the Soviet Union.
Meehan wouldn’t comment on the 
reported romantic interest, but he did 
comment on reports that Mogilny had 
fallen into disfavor with Soviet hockey 
of Sec MOGILNY, page 7
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judge for the Olympics for the 
past IS years, said these it’s one 
of the greatest human inven­
tions.
’’Each year I’m at the Olympics 
I tell myself it’s going to be my 
last.” he said. ’’But each year I 
keep coming back.”
The main difference between 
these handicapped athletes and 
the physically able athletes is 
their visible enthusiasm and ex­
citement. he said.
’’They don’t care if they win or
lose. That is what makes it ex­
citing for anyone helping out (the 
volunteers).” he said. ” lt’s in­
credible because each year these 
kids will walk up to you and 
remember your name.”
Christine Greek, who coach« 
the handicapped from San Luis 
High, said it’s rewarding for her 
to watch these kids enjoy 
themselves.
’’For them just participating is 
satisfying enough. It’s a special 
day for them and it’s neat to see 
them have a good time.” she
W W W W W W ' W
V A L E N C I A
For Those Who Want It All!
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Weight Room
Otymftc f r t r  Wright* 
UmtvrrisI h^himr*
Fitness Center
Heated Swimming Pool 
ComputerfStudif Room
ISM
• mcru M Cal fthf Mamhamt
10 or 12 Month Leases
Cal Poly Shuttle Bus
laana rv rry  half hour
NEED WE SAY MORE?
FOOD YOU CAN HARDLY 
WAIT FOR
6  STREET SOT
541-0955 1060 Osos St.
(km
Foothill
Omé
We believe Valencia is the finest student housing in San 
Luis Obispo But we don't want you to )ust take our word for it. 
We invite you to look at our competition (Cedar Creek,
Murray St. Station, Stenner Glenn, Mustang Village, Ftxithill 
Hacienda, and others) and then kxik at Valencia
We're confident you'll choose Valencia!
said.
Faith Askew, a coach from 
Chris Jesperson School, said just 
getting these kids to participate 
is a big achievement. She said 
these kids are special because 
they look forward to you being at 
the finish line to congratulate 
them on a job well done.
” lt’s real special to get them 
motivated to run that lap.” she 
said.
Many parents of these 
developmentally-delayed athletes 
offered some different view­
points.
Meg Laughlin of Templeton 
said the entire family looks for­
ward to the Special Olympics. 
She said she accepts the fact that 
her son was born handicapped.
’’These Olympics arc great for 
my son because it gives him the 
chance to get out of his own little 
world and into the real world. He 
has to learn to socialize by par­
ticipating.” she said.
Harold Jensen, whose daugh­
ter has epilepsy, said barriers 
need to be broken between the 
handicapped and the general 
public.
’’People need to come see these 
athletes because it’s an experi­
ence that can’t be accomplished 
any other place.”  he said. ’’These 
handicapped people believe 
there’s more to winning than just 
a medal.”
Another parent said intially 
it’s awful to know your child is 
developmentally handicapped, 
but you go through phases of 
learning to accept it. She said it’s 
like going through the guilt and 
denial of a death, but the child is 
still with you so you learn to deal 
with it.
Bush offered some sound ad­
vice about handicapped people.
” We can’t stereotype or label 
handicapped people,” he said. 
” We must remember that each 
one is their own person just like 
you and 1.
oi
I 50c OFF
I ANY S IZE  SANDW ICH
I (Limit: one coupon per person)
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" " " "
Choose an Apple
Days '89 
bundle and 
$ave a
bundle...
■ $8.00
I  2 SMALL SANDWICHES & 2 LARGE SODAS
■ ( #4-24 only - in house only)
I  (Limit: one coupon per person)
Visit the Apple Days '89 booth In front of the bookstore!!!
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Kevin McReynolds. That was 
putting a lot of pressure on me 
because I wasn’t a home-run hit­
ter.”
Perhaps they should have 
waited — at least a day. Stung 
by the rejection by his hometown 
team. Mitchell homered twice the 
day after the trade and had IS in 
a half-season with the Giants.
Last year he hit 19 home runs 
with 80 RBls and a .251 average 
despite damaged cartilage in his 
right knee that forced postseason 
surgery.
Mitchell went home with a lot 
to think about last winter.
Craig had disclosed plans to 
move him permanently from 
third base to left field, his 
favorite position, while leaving 
him in the cleanup spot. Mitchell 
and his girlfriend, who had 
broken up. reunited with plans to 
marry. His rehabilitation was 
coming along, although with 
knee injuries one never knows.
One thing Mitchell knew he 
could control was his work ethic.
” 1 worked really hard in the 
offseason.” he said. ” I hit every 
day — day and night. 1 played at
home in the winter against a lot 
of Mexican guys and did well.”
He also underwent part of the 
Mackie Shilstone workout pro­
gram that molded muscles on 
teammate Will Clark. Ozzie 
Smith, Michael Spinks and 
Manute Bol. Mitchell tossed a 
medicine ball to work on loosen­
ing up his upper torso, and he’s 
so encouraged by his early show­
ing that he’s planning the full 
treatment next winter.
Like another rejuvenated hit­
ter, Boston’s Jim Rice, he also 
benefited from a switch to con­
tact lenses over the winter.
The Giants assigned Mays to 
shadow Mitchell at spring train­
ing. The old master told him the 
nuances of tricky outfield winds, 
how to play hits off the fence, 
how to hit like he did. No pro­
blem for his pupil so far. ” He 
really helped me out a lot,” Mit­
chell said. “ He told me, ’Pick out 
a zone where you want your pitch 
and stick with it. Be ag­
gressive.” ’
Thirty homers didn’t seem an. 
unreasonable goal, but the 
results so far have exceeded all 
expectations.
MORE OF A PAPER 
FOR YOUR MONEY!
(Oops, forgot! WeWe free!)
M u st a n g  Da il y
756-1143
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WANT A  
FUN JO B  
ON A
TROPICAL ISLAND?
Can you play volleyball? Tennis? Windsurf? 
Dance? Sing? Play a guitar or other musical 
instrument? Not afraid to work hard? Are you 
interested in an opportunity to learn Japanese? 
Or are you Just a great personality who can 
entertain others into having the time of their 
lives? If you can do one or more of these 
activities, we might have the Job for you.
PACIFIC ISLANDS CLUB...
is a beach resort in Micronesia that caters to 
quests who want to be entertained and play 
water sports and tennis. We have openings for...
R EC R EA TIO N  
CO O RDIN ATO R S  
& ENTERTAINERS
Persons to organize and instruct water and 
beach sports, direct games, arts & crafts, and 
to perform in matinees, dinners shows and 
pool-side skits. Applicants should be high 
energy, extroverted outdoor types with 
recreation, sports or theatrical experience. 
Japanese language not essential but preferred. 
Willingness to work hard and learn Japanese is 
necessary. We provide housing, meals and other 
fringe benefts including round-trip airfares.
For more information come see us in Graphics 101 on 
May 8 for a General Presentation at 9-10 a.m. or 1-2 
p.m. or in Graphics 207 at 9-10 a.m. on May 9. We will 
be conducting interviews after each session. For 
additional information, or to s i ^  up for one of the 
General Presentations, please inquire at the Career 
Placement Center.
Pacific Islands club Is an  Equal Opportunity Employer and all 
U.S. laws apply. Proof of eligibility to work In the U.S. Is required.
” I came out feeling good this 
year, and I’m healthy,” he said. 
“ Other than that, 1 don’t know 
how to explain it. I’m just trying 
to hit the ball hard where it’s 
pitched.
“ You’ve got to swing the bat. 
Only the mailman walks.”
Something else is different this 
year, too: his attitude. The tough 
kid from San Diego has become 
more of an unflappable veteran, 
not blowing his cool over strike­
outs and other setbacks — what 
few he’s had.
M O G ILN Y
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ficials because he didn’t fit the 
mold of the team-oriented, 
unemotional player generally 
associated with the Soviets.
Mogilny recently received a 
10-game suspension for fighting, 
which never occurs in Soviet 
league games, and a Swedish 
newspaper said he was subse­
quently stripped of his “ Master 
of Sports” order and docked a 
month’s pay.
Mogilny, S-Il, 18S pounds, is a 
f la sh y  p layer n icknam ed  
“ Magic” , who is known for his 
stickhandling , skating and 
shooting ab ilities and his 
lacksadaisical defense.
Although Meehan said the 
Sabres had worked out “ the 
structure of an agreement” with 
M ogilny, he w ouldn’t say 
whether or not Mogilny has 
signed an NHL contract.
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OFF-CAMPÜS 
HOUSING OPTIONS
College C halet
320 Kentucky Street
F O O T H I L L  H A C I E N D A
190 California Boulevard
UNIVERSITY
A R D E N S *  
766 Boysen Street
1240^200
Pw dcrIcts
Fredricks Street
RMS HOUSING 
543-6819
This week’s pick hit!
On top of the charts with IBM PS/2 Model 30 286
Your Special Price*
$2,599.“
The 053O-E21 includes 1 Mb memory, 8513 Color 
Display, 80286 (10 MHz) processor, one 3 5" diskette 
drive (1 44 Mb), 20 Mb fixed disk drive, IBM Mouse, 
DOS 4.0, Microsoft Windows/286, Word and hDC 
Windows Express'“, ust price $4,122.
rhe IBM Personal System/2' Model 30 286 has lonj^  been on top of the 
eharts. As a top performer, it’s fine-tuned to ^ive you the right combina­
tion of features and options to help you work faster, easier and smarter 
at the Hip of a switch. Right now, the PS/2 Model 30 286 with selected 
software is being offered at a great campus price. So, come see us today!
Stop by El Corral Bookstore for more details and financi ng options, OR come see 
us on campus in May at these times and locations:
Tuesdays 10am-2pm University Union Square
Wednesdays 9am - 4pm UU 219
This offer is limited to qualified students, faculty and staff who order an IBM PS/2 Model 8530-321.8550-031 or 8570-E61 
onorbefureJuneSO. 1989 Prices quoted do rot include sales tax Orders are subieci to availability IBM may withdraw 
the promotion at any time without written notice
IBM Pgrtonal SysttfT) 2 and P$/2 ara rtQitl^rad tradamarhs oi mtafnattona' Butmass Mac^irtaa Corporation iBM Micro Channai Arcbitactura •$ a tradamarK of IBM Corporation 
Microaoft 1$ a raqistarad tradamark of tba Microaori Corporation nDC Windows Eiprass •» a tradamark of tna nOC Computor Corporahon
Microsoft Word and Excel Academic Editions
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Police kill Matamoros cult leader
IDK A L FO R  T S A s
C A L W M T
SOCIAL
INVESTMENT
FUND
Invest
With
Your
Heart
In Mind.
;in* Itr lund  (k 'l ision
you inak(‘. iiu  ludin^; s(‘l<‘< tin>; 
im o s im ru ts  lo r  youi r i ‘lir<“im*nl 
( 'a lw r t  .Social InvcstmciU Fund 
s(*<*ks to in w s i in companies which 
It hclicvcs c o n tiih u l( ‘ to  a healthy, 
peaceful and |)roductive w orld , 
\%hih‘ avoiding com panit's that 
|>roduc(‘ w(*apons syst»*ms, nucleai 
powt*r or have ties w ith  o|»pressivt* 
regimes like .South Africa.
The FumI ofh-rs a 40.HI>)(7)
Tax S lu'ltered Ac< ount (TSA) to 
provide employees o f nonprofit 
organizations, un ive rs itii's  and 
other (‘ li^ ih le  institu tions w ith  a 
socially s< reened, ta x d e h 'ire tl 
I «*t irement plan ( lenerally, up to  JO 
|K*n ent or $0.otKI, w luchever is less, 
o f each em plo\a‘<*’s annual 
com|>ensation may lx* contril)ute<l 
to a '1>;A ami ac<‘ounts can he 
established w ith  ;ts little  ;is $50,
Ttux-Henejits. ( ’ontrihutions to 
tin* account are made w ith  pre-tax 
dolhus ami all i*:uninns ar<* 
t;LX-defen»*d until w itlu lraw n.
Investm ent Options. ('alv<*rt 
•S<K-ial ln\estm ent r\in d  offers four 
s<K ially s<T(‘ened |)ortfolios.
For a ild itional facts on a ('a lvert 
.S<K-ial ln\'<‘stment h'und 'I>?A ple;LS4> 
call or w rite  fo r a prospectus which 
contains more completi* in fo rm a­
tion «»n charm's and expenst'.s. 
/Vcii.sc r ra t i  the prosfM’vtus  
(■(tVi'JiiUn ln ' fh n ’ iu v rs t in q .
MEXICO CITY (AP) — The 
leader of a drug-smuggling cult 
that killed 15 people ordered his 
own killing when police closed in 
on him, his arrested campanion 
said Sunday.
Adolfo de Jesus Constanzo was 
shot to death Saturday in a gun-
N icho las P. Frost
Batom an Eichler, Hill R ichards
5 4 3 -2 8 7 8
IhHinhiitot < .ilvni Sim iiMlM's < <ii)Nir.iii4*ii.
trappers
733 Higuera Street 
San Luis Obispo, CA
UNITED GROUP
ASSOCIATION
\ \ m
ALL MAJORS INTERESTED
IN I
'Highest comntission in the U.S. 
Paid weekiy w ithout question  
High income 1st year 
Four day work weeks 
'Quaiified ieads
ORIENTATION MEETINGS
Tues., May 9, 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. at the 
Royal O aks Motor Lodge 
214 Madonna Rd.
Wed., May 10, 7 p.m. Arch 104
Alan A. Shinamoto 
147 Johnson Rd.
Watsonville, CA. 95076 (408) 761-1167
C a l l  M o n  -  T u e s  1 1  a , m  t o  6  p . m .
Sara Aldrete, 24, a former 
h o n o r s tu d e n t at Texas 
S o u th m o st C o llege  in 
Brownsville, told reporters Con­
stanzo ordered Alvaro de Leon 
Valdez to kill him and his top 
a ssis tan t, M artin Q uintana 
Rodriguez, after police appeared 
outside the Mexico City apart­
ment building where they were 
staying.
Aldrete, described as the 
“ witch” of the cult, de Leon 
Valdez and three others arrested 
after the shootout were pres­
ented to reporters on Sunday at
the Mexico City A ttorney 
General’s office. They stood 
behind a 3-by-6-foot table bearing 
confiscated cult items and black 
clothing.
“ He went crazy, crazy” when 
police came, said the bearded de 
Leon Valdez, who has collar- 
length blond hair and was wear­
ing a dirty white shirt.
“ He grabbed a bundle of 
money and threw it and began
shooting out the window,” he 
said. “ He said everything, 
everythin« was lost.”
CREST p i z z a ;
MONDAY
SPECIAL!
8" cheese 
pizza with 
the purchase 
of two beverages, or 
$2.00 off a 14" or 16" pizza!
THIS COUPON GOOD MAY 8 ONLY. 
DINE IN ONLY, NO TAKE-OUT.
CREST PIZZA 
179 Santa Rosa 
541-2285
Glasses
prescription
NuVision welcomes spring with this
special offer. Get a pair of glasses for 
fun, plus a pair for Ine sun fur just 
$69 Offer includes frames from our
ftaturt frames Collection and single- 
vision plastK lenses (cataract or 
myodisc excluded) with a solid sun­
glass tint for your second pair. If you 
wear bifcxals, get D-28 lenses for 
just $10 more per pair
1)01 II roK
59
Save on contact lenses, loo! Daily 
Wear Ocular Science CQ-4 as low as 
439. You'll find we have a great selec- 
hon of lenses including convenient 
ACUVUE’ Disposable Lenses. And 
if you ask us, we can even turn your 
brown eyes blue... or violef... or 
misty grey with DuraSoff Colors.
NEW Styles -TDpDesigners
Now buy any pair of designer frames
pl*with clear, single-vision lastic lenses 
(cataract or myodisc excluded) for just 
$99. If you wear bifocals, get D-28 
lenses for |ust $10 more.
c o m p ì  [ IT
99
Select from: Liz Claiborne, Polo, 
L.A. Gear, Pierre Cardin, Sophia 
Loren, Ray Ban, Yves Saint Laurent, 
Gloria Vanderbilt, Perry Ellis, 
Stetson, and more!
ÊnûûSÊon
EYEWEAR
C I9H9 NuVition. Inc
Have \Ou Ha d  
Your  Eyes exam in ed  Lately?
Our diiUors ol optom­
etry w.int vou to know 
how import.int it is to 
h.nv.i protession.il e\e 
ex.imin.ifion everv ve.ir
MHOrrsslO\AI ■ (OMMIIINS 
r V K r X A M  ■  I X \ M
29 45
Examination firs 
include S5 V'ision Care 
Plan membership and 
follow-up exam w ithin 
12 months if desired
D M H  \ M \ U O M \
Please call for an appointment.
SAN LUIS OBISPO, 842 Monterey Street near Mission..................805-543-7295
nuVÊSÊon
EYECARE {  1999 NuVUion. Inc
ri
I
4
Ì
1
‘i:
'*1
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Proposition 103 prompts new voter tax revolt
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Consumer 
groups who backed the Proposition 103 
car insurance initiative are now lending 
their clout to a new measure that would 
double business property taxes and give 
families a tax break.
The new proposal, drafted by a group 
known as Voter Revolt, would cut most of 
the property tax beneHts businesses have 
enjoyed for a decade under the famous 
Proposition 13.
Voter Revolt, however, would keep pro­
perty taxes for homeowners and renters
unchanged, giving a S500 reduction in the 
annual tax bill for families who own a 
home and a $300 income tax credit for 
families who rent.
The proposition could raise more than 
$9 billion in new taxes, said Bill Zimmer­
man, who as Voter Revolt director drafted 
the new measure.
Zimmerman, concerned with what he 
called the deteriorating quality of life in 
California, said half of the new tax would 
be divided between state and local gov­
ernments to improve life in the Golden
Stanford activists stage reunion
Hundreds return to Palo Alto to remember the sixties
State.
“ Our view is that business realized 
two-thirds of the benefits of Proposition 
13,“  Zimmerman said. “ And while 
homeowners deserved the protections they 
got, business received too big of a break.
“ And that break has been translated in­
to a sharp decline in the standard of living 
and the level of services in California.“
Business leaders are already up in arms 
about the proposal.
Richard P. Simpson, executive vice 
president of the California Taxpayers’
Association, vowed “ an all out campaign 
to defeat the measure if it qualifies.”
Voter Revolt says the proposal would 
include a small business provision to ex­
empt the first $100,000 of business 
equipment from all property taxes.
The group has submitted a final draft of 
its new tax proposal to the attorney 
general for official review and title. The 
next step would be to collect almost 
600,000 signatures to place it on the 
ballot.
STANFORD, Calif. (AP) — 
About 300 former Stanford Uni­
versity students returned to 
their alma mater Sunday in 
peaceful tribute to turbulent 
protests of university ties to 
defense contractors 20 years ago.
“ We may have careers and 
families by now, and our 
methods may have changed, but 
what happened and what we did 
shaped our world view, and few 
have completely turned their 
backs on it,”  said reunion orga­
nizer Lennie Siegel.
He heads the Pacific Studies 
Center, a Mountain View-based 
public interest , research center 
formed in the summer of 1%9 by 
campus protesters. The center 
sponsored the reunion of partici­
pants in what was called at the 
time, “ The April 3 Movement.”
The date referred to is the day 
when hundreds of Stanford’s an­
ti-war protesters began a nine- 
day occupation of the Applied 
Electronics Laboratory and 
blockaded Stanford Research In­
stitute near the campus.
Students demanded an end to 
the university’s role in military
research , counterinsurgency 
studies and chemical-biological 
warfare research.
The protests led to an end to 
classified research at Stanford.
Among those attending the 
reunion was David Harris, who 
helped organize the campus 
peace movement and went to
prison for refusing to be drafted.
Harris said events such as the 
Vietnam war, draft calls and 
lifestyle changes contributed to 
student activism at Stanford.
“ We wanted to be different 
kinds of people,” he said. “ We 
had seen what short-haired men 
did.”
— a — — «VALUABLE COUPON ■  a « — —
Social or Western
DANCE CLASSES 543-7864
Partners not needed «Have Fun «Meet New  Friends
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Set Yourself Apart...
next year,
enjoy quiet and privacy at
STAFFORD GARDENS
and
Las Casitas
D E L U X E  O N E
A N D  T W O  B E D R O O M
TO W N H O U SES
3 blocks from campus
N O \ N  L E A S I N G  F O R  F A L L  Q U A R T E R
CALL 543-2032 for more information
O F F IC E  AT: 1377 ST A FFO R D  ST #2, SLO, CA
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Baker will ask Soviets for cooperation in Middle East
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sec­
retary of State James A. Baker 
III is about to launch his first 
diplomatic venture on Soviet soil 
with an appeal for superpower 
cooperation in Central America 
and the Middle East and a 
challenge to Mikhail S. Gor­
bachev to make his “ new think­
ing” a reality.
Baker also will propose that
the superpowers resume in June 
their work on a treaty to reduce 
long-range nuclear weapons by 
30-to-50 percent.
But his focus primarily will be 
on regional problems that a close 
aide on Friday said were growing 
to “ frightening” proportions.
Baker will ask the Soviets to 
join the United States in backing 
direct negotiations between
SPRING WETSUIT
BLOWOUT
ALL
WET SUITS
AT
LEAST
MEN'S & W O M EN 'S
Full Suits
STARTING
AT $ Ç 0 9 5
Junior Sizes Just *89.95
Spring Suits
*64”STARTINGAT
BE CONFIDENT and W ARM  ...  
Now  Central Coast Surfboards is 
the ONLY Shop in the county that 
offers a LIFETIME WARRANTY on 
all their wetsuits!
SINCE 1975
986 M onterey St. - Downtown 
541>1129 * San Luis Obispo
Palestinians and Israelis and to 
curb the S500 million in military 
aid Moscow gave to Nicaragua’s 
Marxist government last year.
Baker, who held his first 
meeting with Soviet Foreign 
Minister Eduard A. Shevard­
nadze in March in Vienna, has 
never been to the Soviet Union in 
private or public life.
The trip to Moscow also will be
the first for Robert M. Gates, the 
deputy director of the Central 
Intelligence Agency, who will 
accompany Baker along with of­
ficials of the Pentagon, the State 
Department and the National 
Security Council.
One of the issues projected for 
discussion in Moscow is a joint 
approach to terrorism. Baker 
hopes to persuade the Soviets to
end financial support to coun­
tries that sponsor terrorism. A 
group of U.S. experts is planning 
to go to Moscow later in the spr­
ing for further talks.
Baker said m a speech Thurs­
day that he contrasts the “ new 
thinking” that has marked the 
Gorbachev era with “ the reality 
of both Soviet capabilities and 
actions.”
Atlantis flight gets high ratings
Commander says Venus probe performing ‘flawlessly’
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. 
(AP) — Atlantis' commander 
said his spaceship was perform­
ing flawlessly Sunday, the last 
full day in space before the blaz­
ing dash through Earth’s at­
mosphere and an afternoon lan­
ding in the California desert.
Astronaut David Walker also 
said the Magellan spacecraft, a 
robot probe that the space shut­
tle launched on a flight to Venus, 
was operating without a hitch. 
A X A A X A A X A A X A A X A A  
X
If Atlantis’ flight continues as 
well as it has, “ I’d sure give it a 
10 on my personal scale,” Walker 
said. “ You couldn’t ask for a 
better flying machine.”
The shuttle commander was 
answering questions beamed up 
from reporters at the Johnson 
Space Center in Houston.
Walker remarked that the 
Magellan launch was significant 
because it shows “ the human 
race is continuing its exploration
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of the solar system.”
Magellan was more than a 
half-million miles from Earth on 
Sunday on its 15-month journey 
to cloud-shrouded Venus, and 
project scientists said all its 
systems were working well. 
Venus is more than 158 million 
miles away.
When Magellan reaches Venus 
in August 1990, it is begin or­
biting the planet and mapping up 
to 90 percent of the surface with 
a high resolution radar system.
Astronaut Norman Thagard 
told reporters that the images 
obtained by the $550 million 
Magellan project should tell 
scientists not only about the his­
tory of Venus but also about the 
evolution of its sister planet. 
Earth.
He noted that Venus, shrouded 
in sulfuric acid clouds and a car­
bon dioxide atmosphere, has a 
runaway greenhouse effect that 
has re su lte d  in su rfa c e  
temperatures of 900 degrees 
Fahrenheit.
Many scientists fear that 
Earth is warming up and may 
experience a severe greenhouse 
effect itself sometime in the 
future. To help prevent that 
happening, Thagard said, “ we 
need to know the mechanisms 
whereby these things occur.”
Walker and pilot Ronald Grabe 
checked shuttle systems Sunday, 
making sure they were ready for 
the plunge from 184 miles up 
through the atmosphere Mon­
day. Landing is scheduled for 
12:43 p.m. PDT at Edwards Air 
Force Base in the Mojave Desert.
The Edwards forecast called 
for favorable weather, with high 
scattered clouds and visibility of 
seven miles.
NOW LEASING FOR FALL
9 Month Leases
STUDIOS
$350“  unfurnished 
$400“  furnished
Independent
Living
, ,  O b ' »  c  •  I I f o  r n I '
1 Mustang Dr (adjacent to Poly) 543-4950
2 BDRM. FLATS
$210“  per person
Huge
Apt.
TOWNHOUSES
$170" per person 
$300°*-’ unfurnished 
private
Within
Budget
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Outgoing Iranian leader 
indirectly OKs successor
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) — Iranian President Ali Khamenei on 
Sunday indirectly endorsed as his successor Parliament speaker 
Hashemi Rafsanjani, who has urged a terror campaign against 
Westerners to avenge the deaths of Palestinians in the Israeli-oc­
cupied lands.
Khamenei also backed constitutional reforms that are expected to 
give the president more executive power, said Iran's official Islamic 
Republic News Agency.
The agency, monitored in Nicosia, quoted Khamenei as telling 
worshipers in Tehran, "Fortunately, the people's attention has nat­
urally been drawn to one of the most prominent faces of the Islamic 
Republic."
Khamenei did not mention Rafsanjani by name but made an ob­
vious reference to him, saying: "The candidate that some groups 
have identified for the presidency revives this hope in us that, God 
willing, our nation will have a much brighter future."
Rafsanjani, 54, one of Iran's most prominent political per­
sonalities, is the only declared candidate so far in presidential elec­
tions scheduled for late summer. Two influential clerical groups, one 
composed of hardliners and the other of liberal theologians, have 
said they will back the parliament speaker.
Under the 1980 constitution, the 50-year-old Khamenei cannot run 
for a third four-year term.
Rafsanjani earned a reputation as a moderate through his support 
for rebuilding ties with Western nations.
World
Panamanians vote for president
Opposition says 
election reeks of 
U.S. interference
PANAMA CITY, Panama 
(AP) — Panamanians voted for a 
new president Sunday in an elec­
tion studded with charges of 
fraud and U.S. interference and 
seen as a referendum on the de 
facto rule of Gen. Manuel An­
tonio Noriega.
The election pitted Carlos Du- 
que, hand-picked by Noriega, 
against Guillermo Endara, the 
candidate of an opposition coali­
tion.
The opposition, which claimed 
a hefty lead in polls, kept up its 
drumbeat of fraud charges and 
called for a protest march Mon­
day.
Its major fear was that the 
election would be stolen as votes 
were tallied by the Election
Tribunal. It pointed out that the 
15,000 members of Noriega's 
Defense Forces can vote at any 
booth, opening the possibility of 
multiple voting.
International observers, in­
cluding former President Jimmy 
Carter, said they saw no signs of 
fraud at the booths.
"The voting is proceeding in an 
orderly fashion," said Yolanda 
Police, president of the national 
Election Tribunal.
Voters began lining up at some 
polling stations at 5 a.m., two 
hours before the scheduled open­
ing time. At one booth, more 
than 100 of 348 registered voters 
were in line by 8 a.m. Polls close 
at 5 p.m.
"We came early to avoid trou­
ble," said Flor Maria Caballero, 
holding her young daughter as 
she waited. Many storefronts 
were boarded up in downtown 
Panama City, where protests 
have in the past turned violent.
"I've been waiting on line an 
hour, and it looks like I have 
another hour to wait," said 
another voter, Felipe Reynaud, 
as he sweated under the tropical 
sun.
The government contended the 
opposition was in cahoots with 
the United States in an effort to 
abrogate the 1977 Panama Canal 
treaties, which call for the United 
States to give the canal to 
Panama on Dec. 31, 1999.
As proof, Duque pointed to 
damaging U.S. economic sanc­
tions, U.S. drug charges against 
Noriega, and reports that the 
United States provided the op­
position with SIO million in cam­
paign assistance.
The opposition denied the gov­
ernm ent charges and said 
Noriega must be eased out as 
commander of the Panamanian 
Defense Forces if democracy is to 
progress in Panama.
Classified
QUEST SPEAKER BLL LUFFEE 
PRESOENT PROMOTIONS PLUS 
MEETMO TUES 11 00 ARCH 225 
Sat May 13 Day In Tba Sun w/SAM 
Come 10 Tuaa Mlg tor deUulal___________
AIAA
Meeting Monday May 8,1969 
Sici North Rm.215
Attn7LBERAL ARTS MAJORS 
The Liberal Arts Student Council 
Will be electing officers on May 
23rd Meetings are Tues at 11 OOam 
in Fischer Science 457________________
RAP GROUP for men & women 
meeting Monday 7:30 FOB 24B 546-8148
“  SCUBA CLUB!
Meeting tonite 5/8 8pm SciNo201 
Memorial wkrxl info.officer 
nominations,dives and more.
•
TEACHERS’ SOCIETY MEETING 
Tonight 6:00 AQ200
Electiona,Banquet info (bringS)__________
YOUNG DEMO­
CRATS MEETING
Tues 5/9 8pm 
Dexter,Bldg 34 rm.227
'Interested in Medical School7*Come 
hear GeoTM/kblin,Jr M.D speak on 
St Qeorgea University of Medicine.
1981 Cal Poly grad.-Bio major & a 
graduate of St.Qeorge's Medical 
School.Fr1.May,12-U.U.rm.218 10AM to 
1PM.Come an^ime!Talk-10-1 lA Q ’s-l 1-1
ASI
EXEC.STAFF
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE 
ASK LINDA LEE IN UU217A 
DEADLINE MAY 12 BY 4PM
MAKE MOTHER'S DAY EASY
Send Your Giving Mother An Orchid
ANYWHERE
IN THE U.S. FOR $5.00 
University Union Now Thru May 8
M u stan g  D aily  
C l a s s if ie d s
HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX 
LOCATED AT THE U.U. INFO DESK. 
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP EACH 
DAY AT 10AM
PIRANDELLO’S
WIFE
World Premiere
MAY 11-13
Explore Reality vs Illusion
Tix at Theatre Box Office 
Call 756-1421 FOR INFO
WEIGHT CONTROL 
SUPPORT GROUP
Meets Every Tues. 2-3pm in the 
Health Center Conference Room
SUNGLASSES! arxt an outstarnling deal' 
Ray-Ban, O akl^, Vuarnet. Suncloud, 
R aw ’s, Bued, Gargoyles. Frogskms. 
Maui-Jims, Hobie, and Ski Optica 
Cheap to start with plus 10% off 
the top with a Cal Poly D  Super 
Deals on swimwear, shorts and T- 
shirts too. The Sea Bam AvHa Beach
ALPHA PHI
WAL MAKE A SPLASH’ TONITE AT 
THE GREEK WEEK SWIM MEET!!fl!IM
ALPHA PM SPIRIT IS ALIVEItl 
Greek Week ia a blast-A-Phi’s 
A Dates-FRIOAY WAL RAGEIIt
AOII just wants to say HI 
to our sister sorority Gamma Phi! 
GO A O n  SWIMMERSI
CAL POLY 
GREEKS!
During Greek Wbek your Fraternity 
or Sorority can advertise Display 
Ads in the Mustang Daily for a 
SPECIAL RATE Call 756-1143
Congratulations 
Newly Elected 
1989-90 IFC 
EXEC. BOARD
President: Lance Doherty 0 X  
Vice President: Chris Lane a EFI 
Rush Rob Warden A T  .  ^„ 
Treasurer; Jamie Luckman <PA0 
Secretary: Bemie Wbhiford £A E  
Programs: Mike Crother A T  
Sports: Paul Henige j k E
BEST OF LUCK!
Great job, way to go, Ra Ra. ZTA 
wishes all Greeks the best of 
luck during Greek Week '89
NU ALPHA KAPPA
WELCOMES RAMIRO RAMOS(ALPHA 
CLASS) AS THE NEWEST NAK 
BROTHER. FROM ENTIRE F.F’S OF 
_________ NU ALPHA K A P P A _________
Sigma Kappa congratulates Kari 
Lovetang on a successful Broadway 
production during Poly Royal!
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE NEW~ 
ACTIVES OF DELTA CHI! 
WELCOME TO THE BOND!
DONT MISS REC SPORTS' 6TH ANNUAL 
NIGHT MOVES 5K FUN RUN! IT’S AN 
ANNUAL FOR A GOOD REASON. COME 
FIND OUT WHY! UU119
GRAD TICKETS
NEEDED-WILL PAYS 
I have a large Italian family 
that needs tickets desperatelylll 
Please call Lisa Satriano 546-0540
ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER 
24-HR LIFELINE 541-3367 
FREE PREGNANCY TEST 
"A FRIEND FOR LIFE”
I desperately need
GRAD TICKETS
Please call Cindi 541-1104
MODELS NEEDED for hair show 
Matrix and Paul Mitchell. Free 
cuts,perms, and color, contact 
466-7950, 929-1516, or 773-0813
DO YOU WANNA DANCE7I 
CALL KCPR AT 544-4640 AND 
WE’LL BRING THE PARTY MACHINE 
TO YOU!
It’s Spnng so let’s do the W M  
Thing! Catakna Strips! 772-5609
TUTORS NEEDED FOR ALL CAL POLY 
ACADEMIC COURSES 
CONTACT TUTOR REFERRAL SERVICE 
CHASE HALL ROOM 101 
TELEPHONE 758-1256
Computer Education Sves. 528-5049 
Fast Wrd. Processing, spell check 
Edmog, pickup 8 Deirvery Avail________
PAPER CHASE WORD PROCESSING 
CALL KAREN AT 544-2692___________
PROTYPE WORD PROCESSING 
CALL PATTY 544-1783
Re a s o n a b l e  RAETZ t y p in g  s e r v
CALL NANCY 543-3774 AFT 6 PM
confiscated  vehicles  c o m pu te r s
CYCLES AND MUCH MORE UP TO 90% 
OFF! Call Anytime 1-227-6703 exJI
FND OUT YOUR MOON SIGN Send 
Birthday & year & $1.00 & SASE:
PO BOX 2443 ATASCADERO CA 93423
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-Fisher­
ies
Earn $600/week in cannery, $8000- 
$12,000 for two months on fishing 
vessel Over 8,000 openings. No exp­
erience necessary. Male or Female.
Start Juno 21 For 64-page employ­
ment booklet.send $6 95 to M&L 
Research,Dept.801,Box 84008, 
eattle, WA 98124-30 day.uncond- 
itional 100% money back guarantee_______
Could you use an extra $25-for 
weekends? Are you dependable.self 
starting,hardworking.trustworthy?
Are you available on Fridays for
about 3 hours? If yes, then I need
you for some light house cleaning
Call 546-8180 for details_________________
Data entiv person needed for 
approx 50 hrs, evenings only 
$5/hr 544-5810 Mon-Fri 8-5_______________
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040-59.230/YR 
Now hiring. Call 1-805-687-6000 
Ext. R-10081 for current federal 
list. __ __
Line Up A Fall Quarter Job Now 
With Rec Sports. Opportunities as 
Lifeguard, Facility and Sport 
Supervisors, and Front Desk Person.
Priority screening-deadline May 13 
or until filled Pick up App. at 
Rec Sports UU119 756-1366.
SUMMER JOBS
Fine High Sierra Family Resort 
seeks live-in counselors (19-up) 
to TEACH:Rldlng (3 Positions),
Folk Guitar,Archery,Swimming, Rlf- 
lery.Crafts.Pre-School.Waterski- 
Ing.Naturallst'Outcamp,Sailing.
ALSO NEEO:Horse Care,Resort Worker 
Bartender.1 -800-227-9900
TACOBELL
FLEX SCHEDULING
Seeking motivated people for 
any hrs at either taco Bell 
SLO Apply in person
MustoansfFervler ’P'Bass for sale 
Great Condibon 2yrs old $250 00 
or best offer Call Jim 549-0560.________
PEAVEY STACK Head.cab.pedal 
Excel.cond.S475 OBO 756-3606._______
i=ICA 25" COLOR TV CONSOLE-NICE 
$74 LEAVE MESSAGE 544-5489
YAMAHA KEYBOARD. NEW $225. WLL 
SELL FOR $125 543-9178
No Parking Hassles! Scooter 4 sale 
$250 Runs Great! Qduating 543-5215
Puch 2sp Moped RUNS GREAT 
$100 caN John 541-6568
1970 Porshe 914, whrte, new paint, 
tires, 6 upholstery, ertgine gd oond,
$3000 544-1048______________________
69 PLYMOUTH VALIANT RUNS GREAT 
ONLY $350 CALL BRAD 546-0955
78 Honda Accord great shape runs 
perfectly $1650 call Amy 544-1853______
FORD ESCORT ’83 EXCELLENT COND. 
$1,995 M IE S  AIR STEREO 4 SPEED 
546-8117 85K
F NEEDED TO SUBLEASE WOODSIDE 
APARTMENT 4 SUMMER $175/MO 
FURNISHED SHIRLEY 541-9519_________
FEMroommates needed 4 summer Qtr 
Close to Poly quiet most util inc 
$195/month-nego.Call 541-9596__________
LARGE ROOM FOR RENT - $245 
CLOSE TO POLY. W/D BIG YARD 
NO SMOKE FEMALE NEEDED FOR SUM­
MER
JAYLENE 5 4 4 -2 8 5 2 .___________________
Own Rm/4Bdrm Hse 4 Nxt Yr Bgns Juno 
$275 Female W/D,Big Yard 543-5215
Own room in Lg. house Avail. 6/20 
Washer/Dryer,microwave,Gar.280/mo 
Call Pam-546-8563/544-6056
TUTORS NEEDED FOR ALL CAL POLY
ACADEMIC COURSES 
CONTACT; TUTOR REFERRAL SERVICE 
CHASE HALL ROOM 101 
TELEPHONE 756-1256
Own Room in House Laguna Lake 
Fireplace Large Backyard.
$218.75 Contact Alice 544-6853.
ROOM FOR RENT ~
large room w/bath in Shell Beach, 
fireplace.washer/dryer.dishwasher 
and more $275/month 773-2977
Sublet Fern needed for shared room 
2 story townhouse.Pool.sauna.Iaun 
only$225/mo PolySbIksaway. 5499355
2 bdm Apts furnished or unfur­
nished. 10 or 12 mnth lease.
Individual contract.Free Parking,
Pool and Tennis Court, Security.
544-7772 or eves 772-3927_____________
3 bdm apts furnished 10 or 12 
mnth lease.Individuai contract.
Pool, Weight and Computer Rooms. 
Summer Storage. 543-1452, eves. 
772-3927_____________________________
AFFORDABLE HOUSING 
PRIVATE OR SHARED ROOM 
CALL 544-7772 EVENINGS 772-3927
Apt. 6-16-89 to 6-15-90, 2 bdrm.
Furn for 4, mear Poly. $580/mo 
for yr lease, $635/mo for 10-mo 
lease. 543-8517 or 544-5385 ___________
CONDO FOR RENT Summer Rental 3or4 
people.Laguna Lake Area.For more 
Info.Call Michelle.756-4224.
CONDOS WANTED
I have several clients wanting to 
buy, so if you're thinking of 
selling soon please call Jim C-21 
Team Realty 541-5101 or 541-1921
4 BR 1 Bath no garage owner wiM 
FirtarKe 179.900 J«m McBride C-21 
TEAM Really 541-5101 or 541-1921
AAA'BEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES 
LISTED FREE INFORMATION PACKET 
AMAN>BLE. ON CAMPUS C A U - 
MARQUERITE CENTURY 21 $41-3432 _
BUY»4Q A HOUSE OR CONDO’> For a 
FREE LIST of all the least 
expensiva houses & condos for sale 
m SLO.CALL Stmre Nataon $43-6370 
aixl laava massage Farrell Smyth.IrK
DUPLEX 2 BED 1 BATH SUPER CLOSE 
TO CAL POLY AVAILABLE JULY 1 YR 
LEASE. 546-8117_____________________
Lg 3 Badroom-2'/?6ath Townhouse Apt 
Yard-415 No.Chorro $990/mo start- 
June 22.Harry aft 630pm 541-9576______
f Ô V  LEASING FOR FALL 
9 or 12 month lease Furnished/ 
unfurnished two bedroom town- 
houses. new 2 bedroom flats, 
private studios Call 543-4950
ROOM 4 RENT now and/or summer 
Furnished, room lor two people 
$170/mo shared 5min. walk to Poly 
Call 549-9280 price nago______________
Room to share in house $175 walk 
to Poly available now 541-5946_________
SPACIOUS ROOM for rant in 2 bdr 
apt for summer Walking distance 
to Poly.$190/mo 541-3906 Debbie
Business
Directory
MONDAY, MAY 8, 1989
CHEESECAKE
is for sale by the slice in the 
dairy section at the campus store 
German Chocolate.Strawberry.Lemon
L OPTOMETRIC CENTER 543-6632
ilasses-Contact Lenses-Eye Exams
PROFESSIONAL RESUME SERVICE
Laser prints:fast service;546-0844
RESUMES.GRAPHICS.LASER PRINTS
DreamScape Does IT! 541-6234
SECOND EDITION COPY CENTER
Resume Service in the UU 756-2848
Storage Units 4 Sizes 5’x6’-6’x9’
$15-$25/month Universal U-STORE 
Storage 464 Leoni Grvr Cty 489-9272
GULLIVER’S TRAVEL 546-8612
University Union Cal Poly
ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING $1.50
double-spaced page Marcy 541-4214
C.W. Lavello Secretarial Services
Studi disc. Quality work 528-5830
R&R WORD PROCESSING 544-2591
(RONA) Serving Cal Poly for l-^rs  
LASER PRINTER/Studt Rates By Appt
RESUMES, Senior Projects & More!
Laser Printer - Laura-549-8966
12 Monday. May 8.1989 Mustang Dally
WeU
KCPR: Congratulations 
again, you bowling studs!
(But where did you learn to count?) 
keep score at the softball standoff...
-  M u sta n g  D aily
America begins to build 
first solid energy policy
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I 791 Foothill 541-CHO Pj
1015 Court St. 54 1 -4 4 2 0
“w o ^ T o a c s “
One small pizza with 
one topping and 2 free softdrinks
$6.14
OR
Large pizza w ith  one topping  
and  2 free soft drinks!
$8.89
one coupon per pizza Good Monday Only 5 /0 8 /8 9
WASHINGTON (AP) — Nu­
clear power, new technologies 
and a closer eye on the environ­
ment are emerging as key ele­
ments of what a senior Energy 
Department official says will be 
**the first real national energy 
policy this country has ever 
had.”
Energy Secretary James D. 
Watkins has told Congress he’ll 
have an energy plan ready by 
next April, although there are 
indications this target may be 
missed.
Watkins and his chief deputy, 
Henson Moore, have appeared 
before several key industry 
groups recently to sketch in 
some of the key contours of what 
Watkins says will be a ’’common 
sense approach”  to putting 
America on a more solid energy 
foundation.
Some of the main areas of em­
phasis will be familiar: greater 
leeway for oil companies to ex­
plore on federal lands, tax breaks 
for oil drillers, decontrol of natu­
ral gas prices, expansion of nu­
clear power and pursuit of basic 
research.
More novel will be the Energy 
Department’s pursuit of what 
W atkins calls ’’technology 
transfer” — ensuring that energy 
research advances made in the
We’re going to fash­
ion the first real na­
tional energy policy 
this country has ever 
had. ^
— Henson Moore ^
department’s national scientific 
laboratories are made available 
to industry and universities. The 
labs’ main focus is on top-secret 
nuclear weapons programs, but 
Watkins said they have done ex­
tensive work in unclassified 
energy areas.
Watkins also has said his 
energy strategy will be more 
comprehensive than anything 
produced during the Reagan 
administration. It will take into 
account, for example, the links 
between energy and the en­
vironment, including acid rain 
and the global atmospheric 
warming trend caused mainly by 
burning of fossil fuels, he said.
Moore has billed the evolving 
strategy as a clear departure 
from past policies.
” We’re going to fashion the 
first real national energy policy 
this country has ever had,” the 
former Louisiana congressman
said at his swearing-in ceremony 
April 20.
The government has produced 
many energy policies in the past, 
but Moore’s remark seemed to 
reflect the fact that the Reagan 
administration’s policy suffered 
from criticism by environmen­
talists and a lack of interest by 
the general public.
Watkins, an engineer by train­
ing and a career naval officer, 
wants to broaden the scope of 
the government’s energy in­
volvement. Beyond the tradi­
tional issues of energy produc­
tion, price and supply, Watkins 
sees room for his department to 
help stimulate young people’s in­
terest in science, math and 
engineering — areas of education 
that he says are vital to the na­
tion’s energy future.
This is where the nuclear issue 
fits in. Watkins is a devoted 
supporter of commercial nuclear 
power, and he is troubled at the 
depth of public distrust of this 
energy source, which accounts 
for nearly one-fifth of all elec­
tricity generation.
No orders for new nuclear 
plants have been placed in 11 
years and none are expected for 
the rest of the century. Scores of 
plants have been canceled in the 
past decade.
A
C L A S S  R I N G S
SAVE $ 6 0 !
This is prime time for 
choosing ArtCarved. 
Because now—and only 
now—can you get sav­
ings like these on the 
finest college ring. Every 
gold ArtCarved style is 
on sale—from 10K...to 
l4K...to 18K, the truly 
elite choice. Note the 
date, time and place for 
this special sale. We ll 
see you there!
The Quality.
The Craftsmanship.
The R enard You Deserve.
Ring Days will be Monday-Friday, May 8-12
Deposit required
